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1 Problem De�nition

Sheduling problems with setup times have been intensively studied for over 30 years

now; in fat, they allow very natural formulations of sheduling problems.

In the general sheduling problem with setup times, there are m idential and parallel

mahines, a set J of n ∈ N jobs j ∈ J , c ∈ N di�erent lasses, a partition

⋃̇c

i=1Ci = J of

c nonempty and disjoint subsets Ci ⊆ J , a proessing time of tj ∈ N time units for eah

job j ∈ J and a setup (or setup time) of si ∈ N time units for eah lass i ∈ [c]. The
objetive is to �nd a shedule whih minimizes the makespan while holding the following.

All jobs (or its omplete sets of job piees) are sheduled. Whenever a mahine swithes

proessing from one job to another, a setup may be neessary. There are various types of

setups disussed; here we fous on sequene-independent bath setups, i.e. a setup only gets

neessary when swithing from one lass of jobs to another di�erent lass on a mahine

and it does not depend on the previous job/lass. All mahines are single-threaded (jobs

(or job piees) and setups do not interset in time on eah mahine) and no setup is

preempted. There are three variants of sheduling problems with setup times whih have

been gaining the most attention in the past. There is the non-preemptive ase where no job

may be preempted, formally known as problem P|setup=si |Cmax. Another variant is the

preemptive ontext, namely P|pmtn, setup=si |Cmax, where a job may be preempted at any

time but be proessed on at most one mahine at a time, so a job may not be parallelized.

In the generous ase of splittable sheduling, known as P|split, setup=si |Cmax, a job is

allowed to be split into any number of job piees whih may be proessed on any mahine

at any time.

2 Related results

Monma and Potts (1989) began their investigation of these problems onsidering the

preemptive ase. They found �rst dynami programming approahes for various single

mahine problems polynomial in n but exponential in c. Furthermore, they showed NP-

hardness for P|pmtn, setup=si |Cmax even if m = 2. In a later work Monma and Potts

(1993) found a heuristi whih resembles MNaughton's preemptive wrap-around rule; see

also (MNaughton 1959). It requires O(n) time for being (2 − (⌊m
2 + 1⌋)−1)-approximate.

Notie that this ratio is truly greater than

3
2 if m ≥ 4 and the asymptoti bound is 2

for m → ∞. Monma and Potts also disussed the problem lass of small bathes where

for any bath i the sum of one setup time and the total proessing time of all jobs in

i is smaller than the optimal makespan, i.e. si +
∑

j∈Ci
tj ≤ OPT . Most suitable for

this kind of problems, they found a heuristi that �rst uses list sheduling for omplete

bathes followed by an attempt of splitting some bathes so that they are sheduled on two

di�erent mahines. This seond approah needs a running time of O(n+(m+c) log(m+c))
and onsidering only small bathes it is (32 − 1

4m−4 )-approximate if m ≤ 4 whereas it is



2

(53−
1
m)-approximate for small bathes if m is a multiple of 3 and m ≥ 6. Then Chen (1993)

modi�ed the seond approah of Monma and Potts. For small bathes Chen improved the

heuristi to a worst ase guarantee of max{ 3m
2m+1 ,

3m−4
2m−2} if m ≥ 5 while the same time of

O(n+ (m+ c) log(m+ c)) is required.
Shuurman andWoeginger (1999) studied the preemptive problem for single-job-bathes,

i.e. |Ci| = 1. They found a PTAS for the uniform setups problem si = s. Furthermore,

they presented a (43 + ε)-approximation in ase of arbitrary setup times. Both algorithms

have a running time linear in n but exponential in 1/ε. Then Xing and Zhang (2000)

turned to the splittable ase. Without other restritions they presented an FPTAS if m is

�xed and a

5
3 -approximation in polynomial time if m is variable. They give some simple

arguments that the problem is weakly NP-hard if m is �xed and NP-hard in the strong

sense otherwise. More reently Mäker et. al. (2015) made progress to the ase of non-

preemptive sheduling. They used the restritions that all setup times are equal (si = s)
and the total proessing time of eah lass is bounded by γOPT for some onstant γ, i.e.∑

j∈Ci
tj ≤ γOPT . Mäker et al. found a simple 2-approximation, an FPTAS for �xed m,

and a (1 + ε)min{ 3
2OPT,OPT + tmax − 1}-approximation (where tmax = maxj∈J tj) in

polynomial time if m is variable. Jansen and Land (2016) found three di�erent algorithms

for the non-preemptive ontext without restritions. They presented an approximation ra-

tio 3 using a next-�t strategy running in time O(n), a 2-dual approximation running in

time O(n) whih leads to a (2 + ε)-approximation running in time O(n log(1ε )), as well
as a PTAS. Reently Jansen et. al. (2019) found an EPTAS for all three problem vari-

ants. For the preemptive ase they assume |Ci| = 1. They make use of n-fold integer

programs, whih an be solved using the algorithm by Hemmeke, Onn, and Romanhuk.

However, even after some runtime improvement the runtime for the splittable model is

2O(1/ε2 log3(1/ε))n2 log3(nm), for example. These algorithms are interesting answers to the

question of omplexity but they are useless for solving atual problems in pratie. There-

fore the design of fast (and espeially polynomial) approximation algorithms with small

approximation ratio remains interesting.

3 New Results

For all three problem variants we give a 2-approximate algorithm running in time O(n)
as well as a (32 + ε)-approximation with running time O(n log(1ε )). With some runtime

improvements we present some very e�ient near-linear approximation algorithms with

a onstant approximation ratio equal to

3
2 . In detail, we �nd a

3
2 -approximation for the

splittable ase with running time O(n+c log(c+m)) ≤ O(n log(c+m)). Also we will see a 3
2 -

approximate algorithm for the non-preemptive ase that runs in time O(n log(Tmin)) where

Tmin = max{ 1
mN,maxi∈[c](si+ t

(i)
max)}, t

(i)
max = maxj∈Ci

tj and N =
∑c

i=1 si+
∑

j∈J tj . For
the most ompliated ase of these three problem ontexts, the preemptive ase, we study

a

3
2 -approximation running in time O(n log(c + m)) ≤ O(n log n). For the long version

we refer to (Deppert and Jansen 2018). Espeially the last result is interesting; we make

progress to the general ase where lasses may onsist of an arbitrary number of jobs.

The best approximation ratio was the one by Monma and Potts (1993) mentioned above.

All other previously known results for preemptive sheduling used restritions like small

bathes or even single-job-bathes, i.e. |Ci| = 1. As a byprodut we give some new dual

lower bounds.
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